
Koichiro TAKESUE Solo Exhibition “modality”
Duration : 2/1 (Sat.), 2013 - 3/2 (Sun.), 2014
　　　　　　- waitingroom is open Monday 5-11pm, and Friday to Sunday 1-7pm
　　　　　　- Opening Reception : 2/1, Saturday, 6-8pm with artist present
　　　　　　- waitingroom is open from 1pm on 2/1
Venue : waitingroom (Shibuya Hyacca Bldg. 4B, 2-8-11 Ebisu-nishi, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo)

Tokyo, Japan- waitingroom will be presenting the solo exhibition, “modality” by Koichiro TAKESUE from 2/1/14(Sat.) to 3/2/14(Sun.) He 
is an artist who works with digital media by downloading photographs onto his computer. We are pleased to announce his third 
exhibition at our gallery. The ambivalent nature of his work seems to comprise all medias, from digital to analog, painting, photography, 
and video and is unique to his style; this represents the theme of his work, “the materiality and immateriality that is revealed through the 
pixels.” It has been three years since his last exhibition, and we will present his latest works built around the subject, “the sense of 
touch within vision and kinesthesia.”
This exhibit is also a part of the community cooperation of Yebisu International Festival for Art and Alternative Visions held from 
Feburary 7th through 23rd at Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography.
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About the Artist
TAKESUE was born in 1974 and lives in Tokyo now. After graduating from college, he began working with digital media using the 
Mac. He aims to discover materiality within the immateriality of digital expression and mainly works in Tokyo. His recent exhibitions 
include the group show “VOCA 2012” (Ueno no Mori Museum of Arts, Tokyo) in 2012, where he received the encouragement award, 
and a solo exhibition “Picture Element” (waitingroom, Tokyo) held in 2011.

The sense of touch within the vision stimulated by the materiality of the expression of digital media
TAKESUE has been pursuing the materiality of pixels within the digital media by digitally processing the photograph he has taken and 
creating a painting-like image from it; through this procedure he parallels the image with an analog form of art like oil painting. At this 
exhibition, he returns to the idea that brushstrokes of digital paintings may seem like an actual material of oil painting, and focuses on 
the digital representation that is supposed to be non-existent from the kinesthetic aspect. This links to the scenery we live by 
everyday and ultimately leads to question our own existence. The viewers’ senses are stirred, suspended in between the inexplicable 
mysterious feeling and the sense of deja vu that they receive from his works. The title of this exhibition, “modality” is a psychological 
term that can mean any of the sensations, such as vision or touch. The characteristic of TAKESUE’s work lies in the revelation of 
existence of substance from the highly dense patterns of digital imagery. Viewers may feel puzzled by his work, but the works 
simultaneously stimulate synesthetic memories in them. Please come and take a look at his new works, varying from drawings 
created by the most primitive materials to high tech works presented by the monitors. He is exploring new ways to express his work.

Lines, 2013, Lamda print, 1000 x 570 mm
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Koichiro TAKESUE

Artist Biography

1974 Born in Aomori prefecture, lives in Tokyo

Solo Exhibitions

2011 “Picture Element” waitingroom, Tokyo  
2009 “STOPPING AT” waitingroom, Tokyo

Group Exhibitions

2013  
“Young Art Taipei (Art Fair)” Sheraton Grande Taipei Hotel, Taipei, Taiwan

2012  
“Gallerist Meeting x SOMEWHERE lifestyle of the extraordinary” Shibuya Hikarie 8/ CUBE 1,2,3, Tokyo  
“VOCA 2012” Ueno no Mori Museum of Art, Tokyo  
“New City Art Fair(Art Fair)” hpgrp Gallery New York, NY

2011  
“ULTRA004(Art Fair)” Spiral, Tokyo  
“in the waitingroom” waitingroom, Tokyo

2010  
“ULTRA003(Art Fair)” Spiral, Tokyo  
“Trace of Absence” former building of the French Embassy of Japan, Tokyo

2009  
“NEXT DOOR MIX” T & G ARTS, Tokyo

2008  
“TOKYO WONDER SEEDS 2008” Tokyo Wonder Site Shibuya, Tokyo

Awards

2012 “VOCA 2012” Encouragement Prize  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*Inquiry about the exhibition and artist
waitingroom (Director: Tomoko Ashikawa)

Address: Shibuya Hyacca Bldg. 4B 2-8-11 Ebisu-Nishi, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150-0021
Hours: Mon. 5-11pm Fri. to Sun. 1-7pm

Tel&Fax: 03-3476-1010　email: info@waitingroom.jp

mailto:info@waitingroom.jp

